
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

What our customers are saying about VersaPay ARC®

“In seeking a solution, we used a detailed due diligence approach and compared a number of technology 
providers and banks that could potentially meet our needs. As part of our process, we found VersaPay 
had the most comprehensive technology available on the market, and were able to fulfil the solution 
requirements as we envisioned moving us to the next level. Part of our company’s mandate is to be 
an industry leader in the integration of technology solutions to enhance and increase efficiency in our 
relationships with tenants, and we believe that VersaPay helps us achieve that goal.”

- Dale Johnston, CIO, Regency Centers

“Following an extensive evaluation process, we selected VersaPay ARC as the platform to provide an 
easy-to-use portal that allows our tenants to view their invoices and make payments online. The VersaPay 
platform not only gives our tenants a portal that makes it easy and convenient to work with us, it provides 
our internal team with a powerful suite of tools to manage our accounts receivable and collections 
processes more effectively.”      

          - Liz Romanowsky, Director of Treasury, PREIT

“We were looking for a platform that would enhance communications with our customers as well as 
provide more payment options for our tenants. Given the scale of our company, we also wanted to simplify 
how we receive and reconcile payments from our tenants, and found VersaPay’s ARC solution was a good 
fit for our needs.”

- Dennis Hanifan, VP Application Systems, Brixmor Property Group

Make customers happy. Get paid faster.

®

“When you are spending a higher percentage of time collecting smaller outstanding amounts, how do 
you change the dynamic with tools that enable more effective interaction with your customers? VersaPay 
has built a robust platform to support commercial real estate companies that will provide self-service and 
payment options along with a centralized interface for our internal teams.

         - Jim Whalen, SVP and CIO/CTO, Boston Properties
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